Unlocking the potential
of your locum workforce
From the National Association of
Sessional GPs, the UK’s largest and longest established
community of sessional GPs.
Find flexible GPs from our growing community of over 5,000 GPs

Easy and fast for your
practices to get cover

Register in minutes and start to search or request available GP

Support your flexible
workforce to do their
best work

LocumDeck comes as part of NASGP membership support package. To us,

Incentivise locums to
work in your area

The moment any locum confirms work in any of your practices, we’ll

locums and book instantly.

it’s more than just booking shifts; it’s about effective partnership and
patient care.

give them free NASGP membership and all the support that comes
with it.

Retain GPs at any stage
of their career

Locums working in your practices can tap into our established
membership support networks and even join one of our
fully-managed GP Locum Chambers with built-in peer support,
mentorship and clinical governance taken care of by our Chambers
management team.

Recruit partners and
salaried GPs

GP Locum Chambers are an established means for practices to recruit local

Simple dashboard

Reports on practice needs, locum availability and confirmed bookings.

Launched August 2021

At the request of, and in collaboration with our existing partners,

and highly engaged GPs.

we’ve added practice nurse capability to LocumDeck, with all the
care and attention to clinical standards and quality that we bring to
our GP locum work, and adding all other AHPs early 2022.

Contact nhs@nasgp.org.uk and we will arrange a time to discuss your specific
requirements. We look forward to hearing from you.

What our members and partners say about LocumDeck

“LocumDeck makes my running things as a self-employed GP almost
effortless - I don't think I would want to work without it. Invoicing is
streamlined and the website is very user-friendly. After a sometimes
busy week at work the last thing you want is to spend hours on
business admin - LocumDeck is a real timesaver.”

Dr James O’Mahony

“You are notified the moment a Locum GP adds availability which is
just fantastic, I spend a lot of time just chasing agencies to see if
they have availability, so to be notified the moment availability is
advertised is a new concept and very welcome! I have no hesitation
in recommending LocumDeck - it has already eased my workload!”

Sue, Practice Manager in Portsmouth

“We have been using LocumDeck for over a year now. It's an easy way to
help practices while supporting and encouraging a vital segment of our
workforce, all within one simple platform system.”

ICS Lead

